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Succession management has been identified as a key 
strategy for addressing a number of critical Human 
Resource (HR) issues in the Nova Scotia Public Service:   
 
§ aging of the workforce 
§ increasing retirement rates 
§ tight labour market 
§ limited competitiveness 
§ fast-paced changes in work, and 
§ the need for a diverse workforce at all levels. 

 
It has therefore become a corporate and departmental 
priority as identified by the Deputy Ministers and the 
corporate Human Resource Plan. 
 
This guide provides departments, agencies, boards and 
commissions with a succession management program.  
The philosophy, processes, and tools developed 
complement corporate succession management 
programs such as Career Assignment Program (CAP), 
Executive Career Assignment Program (ECAP), 

Leadership Continuity Program (LCP), Career Starts, the 
Diversity Talent Pool and the HR Strategies for 
Professional Groups. 
 
The purpose of this guide is twofold: 
 
§ to provide an overview of succession 

management, and 
§ to provide some tools, and a process for 

implementing a succession management process 
within your organization. 

 
Every department’s readiness for succession 
management will differ based on a number of factors, 
such as size, available resources, impending crisis for 
leadership and/or specialized technical skills, and the 
level of integration of the other HR programs (e.g., 
performance management) that are so critical as 
supporting programs for implementing succession 
management. 

 

It is recommended that you view this as a flexible and adaptable process to be implemented based on your own 
department’s need and culture. 

 

INTRODUCTION
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There are three key points to know about succession 
management:  it is structured, has evolved, (and will 
continue to do so), and it does not stand alone. 
 
Succession management is a structured effort by an 
organization to ensure continuity in key positions and to 
retain and develop intellectual and knowledge capital for 
the future through: 
 
Ø identifying positions and/or employees at risk 
Ø growing leadership capacity 
Ø bringing in diversity, including youth and experience, 

and 
Ø encouraging individual advancement. 
 
Succession management has evolved.  It has typically 
been thought of as “putting names in boxes” to fill specific 
positions at senior levels in the organization.  However, in 
today’s business environments, there are new and ever-
changing demands for talent in organizations.  Instead of 
developing one person for each key position, the focus is 
on developing many people with the capacity to be 
effective leaders in any number of positions, in any 
department. 
 
 
 

To be effective, succession management does not 
stand alone.  The organizational and departmental  
direction and business requirements will influence the 
type of skills required.  Succession management will also 
be supported by and linked to the HR programs and 
processes, such as performance management, valuing 
diversity, recruitment, compensation, etc. 
 
The terms succession planning and succession 
management are often used interchangeably, 
however they are different. 
 
Succession planning is defined as:  Any effort designed 
to ensure the continued effective performance of an 
organization, department or work group by making 
provision for the development and replacement of key 
people over time.  A key person or position is defined as 
one required to meet the departmental need in the future 
that exerts critical influence on organizational activities, 
operationally and/or strategically. 
 
Succession management goes a step further—it is 
more encompassing.  It is defined as:  A deliberate and 
systematic effort by an organization to encourage 
individual advancement and ensure continuity in key 
positions, including management, technical and 
professional specialist roles. 
 

The need to extend beyond the focus on management and leadership roles is becoming more important as 
organizations take active steps to build high performance and high involvement work environments in which 
decision-making is decentralized and leadership is diffused throughout an empowered and diverse workforce. 

BACKGROUND
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Succession management is a long-term HR strategy 
based on the human resource and business plan 
requirements.   
 
As shown in the model, the strategy is based on the 
output from the department business planning and 
human resource planning process.  The model also 
illustrates the point that succession management extends 
beyond the focus of filling future vacancies/skill gaps 
through individual development, but utilizes other HR 
strategies such as retention, restructuring, etc. to meet 
the business needs.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Due to the overlap with retention and restructuring 
strategies, it is critical that the succession 
management process is integrated and aligned with 
all HR programs and systems. 
 
Succession management provides processes and tools 
that encourage and facilitate individual advancement at 
the same time it addresses the need for critical backups 
(replacement planning) in any job category, including key 
people in the professional, technical, clerical and 
production ranks. 
 
It can take a specialized or generalized approach.  The 
specialized approach targets gaps in selected job 
categories, levels, functions or locations and is usually 
adopted as result of a crisis in the targeted areas.  The 
generalized approach is focused on creating leadership 
continuity by preparing individuals for advancement in all 
job categories, levels, functions, and locations. 
 
Regardless of the approach you take, the process should 
be one of openness where work requirements, 
competencies, and success factors at all levels are 
identified and communicated.  Input from all those 
involved should be sought to ensure that performance 
assessments and development processes and 
opportunities are seen as fair and equitable, resulting in a 
program that is seen as trustworthy and credible.
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A good succession management program is identified through its: 
 
ü frequent opportunities for employees to accept new challenges 

ü recognition that employees have a stake in the organization and share in its success 

ü systematic approach to identifying succession candidates 

ü cross-divisional/cross-departmental sharing of people and information 

ü leadership that rewards managers for promoting rather than keeping their best employees for themselves 

ü career paths that don’t just move up a specialized ladder, but across the organization 

ü diverse workforce that is representative of the public it services, and 

ü managers and professional employees all having a career development plan 
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Succession management is fundamental to 
organizational learning as it is aimed at preserving 
institutional memory and continuous improvement in 
individual and organizational effectiveness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Having a corporate approach to succession management 
will: 
 
§ provide a seamless service to the citizens of Nova 

Scotia 
§ identify replacement needs as a means of 

targeting necessary training, employee education 
and development 

§ provide increased opportunities for high potential 
employees 

§ increase the talent pool of promotable employees 
§ contribute to implementing the organization’s 

strategic business plans 
§ help individuals realize their career plans within 

the organization 
§ encourage the advancement of diverse groups in 

the future 
§ improve employees’ ability to respond to changing 

environmental demands 
§ improve employee morale, and 
§ allow us to cope with effects of attrition (e.g., 

retirements, restructuring, etc.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

In summary, by creating an environment for people to develop their skills in preparation for a range of future 
possibilities, the workplace will be well positioned to face whatever lies ahead. 
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It is strongly recommended that before implementing a 
succession management program that all those involved 
have a clear and agreed-upon view of what succession 
management means to them and what is expected from 
the program. 

The following model provides four key steps for an 
organization to take in determining its readiness and 
approach in implementing a succession management 
program.   

 

BEFORE IMPLEMENTING SUCCESSION MANAGEMENT

ObjectivesReadiness Other HR
Strategies

Understanding

Before implementing a 
succession management 
process, it is critical that 
all those involved have a 
good understanding of 
what succession 
management means for 
them:

• planning vs.  
managing

• targeted roles vs.  
generalized   
leadership   
development

• philosophy &  
foundation

• purpose, etc.

How ready is the 
department for a 
succession management 
process?

To what degree are the 
supporting HR programs 
and practices ingrained in 
the dept. e.g., 
performance 
management, recruitment 
process, training and 
development, etc.?

How accountable are 
managers for employee 
development?

What is the level of 
commitment by the senior 
leaders?

How well has the 
department explained 
and shared the 
organizational strategy to 
all employees?

Based on the business 
and HR plans, determine 
if other strategies need to 
be developed in addition 
to the employee 
development strategy in 
this program.  

Other strategies may 
include retention, 
recruitment, diversity, 
restructuring, 
outsourcing, etc.  If other 
strategies are required, it 
is critical they are all 
integrated and aligned 
with the business and HR 
plans. 

Once everyone has a 
clear understanding of 
what succession 
management means, and 
how it will be developed 
based on the 
department’s readiness 
and planning priorities, 
clear and agreed-upon 
objectives need to be 
determined. 

It is important to 
remember that the 
succession management 
strategy outlined in this 
process is a long-term 
strategy focused on 
developing continuity.
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Good succession management is about harnessing all 
the human resource systems of recruitment, training, 

performance 
management, 
compensation, etc., in 
support of the 
organization’s future. 
 
For example, if you are 
unsuccessful in filling 
vacancies, you might 
consider:  
 

Ø process redesign 
Ø outsourcing 
Ø creating and maintaining competitive skill inventories 

of high potentials outside of the organization 
Ø organization redesign, and/or 
Ø technological change 
 
as some short and long-term strategies. 
It is important to think beyond merely replacing key 
positions or people as the method to achieving 
organizational effectiveness.  Instead, explore innovative 
ways to tap individual talents while achieving the same or 
better work results—use the performance management 
system to integrate work and learning. 
 
When you do have critical vacancies to fill, consider more 
non-traditional methods.  Think outside as well as inside 
the organization’s boundaries and explore innovative 
approaches such as: 
 
Ø develop temporary or permanent partnerships 

Ø “trade” personnel temporarily with other divisions, 
departments, and/or organizations 

Ø create talent pools, and 
Ø create “two in the box” positions (i.e., assistant roles) 
 
You might find you will need to address gaps by “bringing 
in” the skills you require.  This too can take a number of 
approaches, such as utilizing: 
 
Ø temporary employees 
Ø job sharing 
Ø part-time workers 
Ø consultants 
Ø overtime 
Ø job rotation, and 
Ø use of retirees. 
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As the following diagram illustrates, the government’s 
overall plan along with the Corporate HR and Affirmative 
Action plans determine the departmental strategies and 
business plans, and in turn, determines what is needed in 
the way of succession management.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This diagram also highlights some of the tools and 
programs currently in place to support succession 
management. 

The objective of the succession management process 
suggested in this guide is to: 
 
§ ensure long-term success of service excellence by 

developing strong leadership capacity 
§ identify potential “at risk” positions that could have 

a significant impact on service delivery 
§ ensure a systematic review of managerial talent 

and opportunities at the department level 
§ effectively facilitate the movement of people in 

leadership role, and 
§ ensure we have the professional, technical, and 

administrative capacity to maintain levels of quality 
service 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPLEMENTATION—SETTING THE FOUNDATION 
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As shown in the following model, the foundation for our 
succession management program is based on a 
philosophy of individual responsibility for career 
management and organizational support for personal 
development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Key points underlying the philosophy: 
 
à Communication of the program and philosophy by 

the senior leadership team is critical to its success.  
Succession management is often a mystery to 
employees—promotions, new appointments often 
viewed as good luck or favouritism rather than the 
result of corporate planning. 

 
à Employees need to be shown how the 

organizational vision and goals, global trends, 
skills and competency profiles and organizational 
support for training and development fit together to 
help the workplace navigate an increasingly 
unpredictable future. 

 
à The approach is on developing the future skills 

through job experiences and assignments to 
ensure both business needs and personal career 
aspirations are realized. 

 
à The process and all supporting tools have been 

developed based on our values of respect, 
integrity, diversity, accountability, and the public 
good. 

 

Commitment to people 
development, ensuring 

internal development and 
promotion whenever possible

Proactive, strategic human 
resource planning for the 

future

Integration with performance 
management and other key 

HR systems

Leadership competencies are 
key to future success

Succession Management Philosophy

Personal 
responsibility and 

strategic corporate 
perspective
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This model is a step-by-step process for departments or divisions to use.  Details are provided on the following pages for 
each step in the identification and development phases.  Please note:  the PSC and the HR CSUs are available to assist 
departments through the process. 
 

DEPARTMENTAL SUCCESSION MANAGEMENT MODEL
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Develop career 
development plan
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A key position or function required to meet the departmental need in the future is one 
that exerts critical influence on organizational activities—operationally, strategically, or 
both.  As there are several corporate succession management programs aimed at 
developing senior leadership capacity, departments may choose to focus on supervisory 
and mid-management positions.  Other key positions or functions in the organization 
chart, for example, professional or technical experts or specialists will be a major focus 
for departments.   
 
 
Leadership competencies have been identified and are incorporated into the 
performance management process.  These competencies are used in the identification of 
future leaders and for development purposes for our present leaders.  This process can 
also be used to identify specific technical requirements for a function or department. 
 
 
Individuals with advancement potential represent the Nova Scotia Government’s 
inventory of future leaders1.  They are usually individuals who are capable of advancing 
two or more levels beyond their present placement or individuals who have not reached 
their career plateau.  Confidence exists that these individuals could move into a more 
senior leadership role.  When identifying advancement potential consider our 
organizational values, leadership competencies, performance, and learning agility. 
 
 

As you go through the process, it is important to keep in mind that a goal of the our 
Corporate Human Resource Plan is to develop a public service that reflects the 
citizens it serves and has the competencies to ensure there is a corporate culture 
that recognizes and respects diversity. 

                                                 
1 For more information and tips for identifying individual potential, please refer to “A Manager’s Guide for Developing People”, found 
on the HR Planning & Succession Management website. 
 

Potential talent 
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Talent review 
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Identify potential 
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Identify skills & 
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required

Identify key 
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Phase 1:  Identification
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Identification should be based on a combination of looking at those characteristics that 
don’t change much and can be detected early (e.g., the ability to learn quickly), and those 
that develop across time as the person learns to deal with new situations (e.g., business 
acumen or negotiation skills).   
 
The following model provides four key factors that should be considered when identifying 
employees for advancement. 
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The talent review meeting, which is facilitated by HR, is an opportunity to discuss 
individual reports and come to agreement on the list of “potentials” within the department.  
Through these discussions and opportunities to share information on individual 
employees, the final list will be compiled. 
 
These sessions provide an opportunity to: 
 
Ø link the succession management process to the business strategy—consider what 

has changed inside the department or organization that might impact succession 
management 

 
Ø get everyone on the same page—not everyone will have the same idea of what it 

means to be “advancement potential”.  Through discussion, managers will establish 
common standards and bring multiple viewpoints together.  As you have these 
discussions, it is important to be aware of diversity and the fact that you and/or others 
may not understand some cultural norms of employees under discussion.  

 
Ø give employees a sense of fairness—employees must feel succession management 

is being implemented in an objective way.  It is not one person making the decisions, 
but a team of individuals across the department—even including other stakeholders. 

 
Ø make real action happen—through the conversations that take place, managers learn 

more about the capability of the people across the department.  This will lead to better 
assignment decisions. 

 
 
 
 
 

Hold talent review meetings once a year.  Just as it is important to review the budget on a regular basis, it is 
important to review your people resources. 
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HR should maintain a “talent” database.  This should include information for each 
employee, such as their potential, performance level, career interests and goals, and 
retention risk.  As a result of the talent review meetings there should be documented 
actions for every individual, such as a specific assignment, project, training course, etc.  
Each action should have an identified sponsor. 
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The Nova Scotia Public Service committed to the development of its employees.  All 
employees should have documented performance goals that include a development or 
competency goal.  The goal should focus on the education or experiences required to 
achieve their results-focused goals.  Managers and employees work together on the 
career development plans. 
 
Considering a person’s knowledge, skills and competencies, identify where development 
is required.  It is important not to focus only on those areas where someone is weak, but 
also to consider how someone can further develop their strengths.  Be aware of diversity 
and the fact that you may not understand some cultural norms of the employee, and there 
may be barriers that you can help overcome. 
 
Work with the employee to create a development plan to close the gaps and/or 
strengthen existing skills and competencies. 
 
Develop goals that are aligned with the business plan and wherever possible, integrate 
development or competency goals that close any skill/competency gaps. 
 
Development opportunities could include a targeted job assignment, a project 
(departmental or inter-departmental), a formal training program, or an external activity. 
 
Continue discussion with the employee to exert a positive influence in their motivation, 
performance, awareness for improvement and development to help them be as effective 
as possible. 
 
Consider if goals are being achieved and gaps are being closed.  Remember, individuals 
may move on the talent map.  Some may drop from the “advancement potential” category 
as they are promoted to a new role or have made a decision to stay at their present level, 
while others may be added. 
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Employees are responsible for: 
 
§ expressing their interest in pursuing a new role 
§ creating and keeping up-to-date career 

development plans 
§ working with their managers to identify 

development opportunities 
§ being open to, and acting on, feedback 
§ making every effort to achieve their performance 

management goals 
§ taking opportunities and/or risks to further their 

development and career 
 
Managers are responsible for: 
 
§ fairly assessing the individuals who report to them 
§ actively participating in talent review meetings 
§ having open and honest career discussions with 

employees 

§ working with individuals on career development 
plans and providing growth opportunities 

§ providing ongoing coaching 
§ ensuring the current and future needs of the 

business are met 
 
 
HR is responsible for: 
 
§ facilitating talent review meetings as requested 
§ collecting names of “advancement potentials” to 

keep in a central repository and updating it as 
required 

§ facilitating career development moves to provide 
individuals with growth opportunities 

§ assisting hiring managers match positions and 
individuals for possible promotions and/or 
assignments 

§ defining appropriate types of training and 
development based on the career path

 
 

The key to success is having a senior leadership team or committee that is actively engaged in the department’s 
succession management program.  This would involve championing the program, working with managers to 
identify and facilitate development opportunities (both internal and external to the department), and acting as 
role models, coaching and supporting managers through the process. 

 
 
 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 


